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ABSTRACT 

Measurements of the effects of pressure on six of 

the extremal cross sectional areas S of the Fermi surface of 

cadmium are reported for pressures up to 25 bars. The 

de Haas-van Alphen effect was used at temperatures from 

0.4°K to 1°K with magnetic fields from 7 to 26 kG to measure 

d(M3)/dP for both the electron and hole sheets of the Fermi 

surface. Liquid He4, cooled by He3 refrigeration, was used 

as a pressure fluid. The values of the logarithmic pressure 

derivatives of the third band electron sheet are d(^S)/dP = 

(1.6 ± 0.4) x 10~3 (kbar)-1 and (-2.3 ± 0.2) x 10~3 (kbar)"1 

with the field H along [0001] and [1120], respectively. 

This high anisotropy demonstrates that pressure induced 

changes in the pseudopotential play an important role in the 

effects of pressure on the Fermi surface in this metal. 

Logarithmic pressure derivatives for the first band 

cap and second band monster hole sheets were measured under 

similar conditions. The derivative d(M3)/dP for the cap is 

(-13.2 ± 0.1) x 10 3 (kbar) 1 with the field along [1120]. 

With the field along [0001], the monster and cap pressure 

derivatives are in agreement with previous measurements. 

Some of the present measurements, however, are sufficiently 

accurate to deduce the relative logarithmic derivative of 

viii 



ix 

the cap-monster interaction with the AHL Brillouin Zone 

plane, dC0nSc)/dP - d(M>m)/dP. This yields (-7 ± 5) x 10~3 

(kbar)"1 for the derivative d(^7iS^)/dP of the annular area 

enclosed between the cap and monster. This pressure deriva

tive is used to discuss the pressure variation in the spin-

orbit coupling that removes the degeneracy between the cap 

and monster surfaces on this zone plane. 

All of the observed pressure derivatives are 

compared with those of the free electron model, a 2-OPW lens 

model, and a nine-parameter band structure model due to 

R. W. Stark. The free electron model fails to predict the 

correct signs of all of the observed pressure derivatives. 

The 2-OPW model for the lens is fit to the corresponding 

experimental derivatives by arbitrary variations of the 

Fermi energy and potential. These variations are roughly 

the same as those predicted theoretically. Semiquantitative 

agreement with all of the experimental derivatives is 

achieved with the nine-parameter band structure model when 

the pseudopotential parameters are considered to be a smooth 

function of the magnitude of the reciprocal lattice vectors 

and the Fermi level is fixed by compensation of the number 

of electron states (ng) and the number of hole states (n^), 



CHAPTER 1 

INTRODUCTION 

Most of the properties of any metal depend on its 

electronic structure. A great deal of information about 

this structure can be obtained by studying the Fermi surface 

(FS) of the conduction electrons. This dissertation de

scribes an experimental study of the effects of pressure on 

the FS in single crystals of the metal cadmium. The mea

surements were made by the de Haas-van Alphen (dHvA) effect 

under generally more favorable experimental conditions than 

in previous measurements of this type. The present measure

ments yield new information about how the electronic struc

ture of cadmium varies as a function of lattice spacing. 

The FS of cadmium under pressure is particularly 

interesting for several reasons. The pressure variation of 

some of its important transport properties shows marked 

changes. The low-temperature Hall resistivity, for example, 

changes sign at less than 2 kbars and the magneto-resistance 

2 undergoes abrupt changes at somewhat higher pressures. 

These effects are thought to be due to abrupt changes in the 

Fermi surface, but this correlation has not yet been made 

unambiguously. One of the difficulties in interpreting the 

low-temperature properties at high pressure is the 

1 
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uncertainty in the pressure applied by the solid 

transmitting medium. The present work is limited to the 

low-temperature fluid helium range (0 to 25 kbars) where 

the pressure is purely hydrostatic. Although these pres

sures may not be large enough to directly observe a dis

continuous change in the FS topology, the present 

measurements include a detailed study of FS pressure deriva

tives which are larger than five times the compressibility. 

Previous detailed studies of the PS of cadmium have 

been carried out at temperatures down to about 1°K main-

tained by a liquid He1* bath. The extensive dHvA measure-

ments of the PS cross sections made by Tsui and Stark have 

yielded an accurate description of cadmium FS at zero 
"5 1) 

pressure. The effects of pressure on the FS of this 

metal, however, have not been fully investigated. Some 

measurements of the effects of pressure on the hole surface 

have been reported in both the fluid and solid helium pres

sure range, but they are not adequate for a complete theo-

7 retical description of the PS under pressure. 

The purpose of the research described here is (a) to 

present some new experimental information about the pressure 

induced changes in both the electron and hole sheets of the 

FS of cadmium and (b) to present some realistic theoretical 

calculations of these changes for comparison with the 
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experimental measurements. The present measurements were 

made in the temperature range of a He1* refrigeration system 

(0.*J°K to 1.0°K). The data were digitally recorded for 

analysis on the University computer. The combination of 

digital recording, computer analysis, and He3 refrigeration 

is thought to lead in some cases to appreciably more accu

rate results than that previously reported for the hole 

surface in cadmium. 

In the present work, the change in the PS cross 

sectional area with pressure was studied by observing the 

corresponding change in the frequency of the dHvA effect. 

This effect is the oscillatory behavior in the magnetization 

that is periodic in the reciprocal of the magnetic intensity. 

The frequency of these dHvA oscillations was first shown by 
g 

Onsager to be proportional to the extremal PS cross sec

tional area normal to the direction of the magnetic field. 

According to the Onsager relation, the phase f of a dHvA 

oscillation is given by 

+ =  =  2 , 3 5  x  1 0 9  1  ( 1 )  

where H is the magnetic intensity in oersteds, cf> is in 

radians, and S is the PS cross sectional area in atomic 

units. The change in cross section due to pressure'was de

termined from Eq. 1 by measuring the corresponding change 



in the phase at constant H. Since the dHvA phase is usually 

of the order of 101* radians, changes in <j> and corresponding

ly in S can be detected to parts in 10s. This phase shift 
Q  

method was first used by Templeton who demonstrated that 

the technique was sensitive enough to be used below 25 bars, 

the low temperature solidification point of He4. 

Equation 1 demonstrates one of the advantages of 

working at the lowest magnetic field possible. As the field 

is lowered, the phase becomes larger and more sensitive to 

small changes in the cross sectional area. In addition to 

this, lower fields reduce the probability of magnetic break-

down between different orbits. The lower limit in the 

field, however, is determined by the temperature. As the 

field is lowered the spacing between the magnetic quantum 

levels (Landau levels) is also reduced. In-order to ade

quately observe the dHvA effect, the thermal broadening of 

the Fermi distribution function levels should be less than 

the spacing of these levels in energy. Consequently, the 

accuracy in measurements of the pressure induced phase 

shifts can normally be enhanced by reducing the temperature. 

For a number of orbits in cadmium, this improvement was 

found to be substantial when the temperature was reduced 

from 1°K (the practical lower limit of He4 refrigeration) to 

the He3 temperature range. 



The experimental results of the pressure effects on 

the FS cross sections are compared with theoretical predic

tions of these effects from three-band structure models. 

The most successful of these was a nine-parameter band 

structure which was previously used by R. W. Stark and S. 

Auluck"^ to accurately fit the zero pressure PS. The re

sults show that semiquantitative agreement with the experi

mental measurements can be obtained by modifying this model 

to account for the effects of pressure on the lattice vec

tors, pseudopotential parameters, and Fermi energy. 



CHAPTER 2 

THE FERMI SURFACE OF CADMIUM 

Lattice 

Cadmium is a divalent atom which crystallizes in the 

hexagonal close packed structure (hep) with two atoms per 

primitive cell and two conduction electrons per atom. 

Table 1 gives the lattice parameters at T = 4°K. One should 

note that the c/a ratio in cadmium is quite far from the 

ideal c/a of 1.633 and that the crystal is considerably 

softer in the c direction than in the a direction. This 

anisotropy carries through, as might be expected, into the 

effects of pressure on the FS. 

Brillouin Zone 

The Brillouin zone for the hexagonal lattice is 

shown in Fig. 1 with some of the symmetry points labeled. 

The reciprocal lattice vectors ka and lie along the lines 

TM and T A ,  respectively. The Fermi surface has been de-

3 4 11 scribed in detail elsewhere 5 ' so the description here 

will be brief. In general the Fermi surface of cadmium is 

divided into three sheets; one due to electrons and two due 

to holes. The volume of the hole surfaces is equal to the 

volume of the electron surface in a compensated metal such 

as cadmium. 

6 
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Table 1. Cadmium Crystal Parameters 

Lattice Constants (4°K)* Atomic Units 

a = b = 5.609 

c = 10.45 

Reciprocal Lattice Constants* Atomic Units 

k = 0.6011 
a 

kc = 1.293 

Linear Compressibility (0°K)"'" 10-13 cm2/dyne 

along c = 13.83 = Kc 

along a = 2.491 K 
cl 

c/a Ratio = 1.886 (300°K) 

*Reference 12. 
+ 
Reference 13. 
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Pig. 1. The Brillouin zone for the hexagonal close 
packed structure. 
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Electron Sheet 

The only electron surface in cadmium at zero 

pressure is the third-band lens shown in Pig. 2. The lens 

is centered at the point r in the zone. The shape of the 

lens is very close to that predicted by the free electron 

model except in the TKM plane where the sharp corners have 

been rounded off. At pressures above 10 kbars a new set of 

2 electron surfaces are thought to form at points K. These 

are equivalent to the needles which occur at zero pressure 

in zinc. 

Hole Sheets 

There are two hole sheets in cadmium: a first-band 

cap and a second-band undulating cylinder. The cap, which 

is shown in Pig. 3, is centered about the.point H at the top 

of the zone. The extremal cross section in the AHL plane is 

essentially an equilateral triangle with rounded points. 

The portion of the cap along the HK line extends almost to K 

but the two sections do not join at K. 

The second-band undulating cylinder centered about K 

has several extremal orbits which are of interest. This 

surface is shown in Pig. 4. In magnesium"*"** and zinc,"*"^ 

which are also hep, the cylinder arms extending near the KM 

line connect to form what is known as the monster. In 

cadmium, this name is reserved for the orbit around the 



r K  

Pig. 2. Lens portion of the cadmium Fermi surface. 



Fig. 3- Cap portion of the cadmium Fermi surface. 
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Fig. 4. Undulating cylinder portion of the cadmium 
Fermi surface. 
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cylinder in the AHL plane which is separated from the cap 

by spin-orbit splitting. The extremal which occurs in the 

TKM plane on the cylinder is usually called the y or tri-

folate orbit. Figure 5 shows the trifolate in the TKM plane 

with the section around the point K slightly exaggerated. 

With the field along [0001], the trifolate gives rise to 

three distinct orbits depending on the magnitude of the 

magnetic field. At low fields the trajectory is around the 

total orbit of three leaves called the y orbit shown in 

Pig. 5a. At intermediate fields magnetic breakdown allows 

the single leaf, 5b), the double leaf, Y2/3 

5a), and the triple leaf y orbits to all occur. At higher 

fields (about 35 kG) magnetic breakdown leads to a self-

intersecting y orbit with almost identical frequency to the 

low-field y orbit. 



Fig. 5. Trifolate extremal orbit in the TKM plane. 

The three lobe gamma orbit is shown in (a). The 
gamma 2/3 and gamma 1/3 orbits are shown in (b) and (c)3 
respectively. The field is along [0001] or perpendicular 
to the figure. 



Pig. 5. Trifolate extremal orbit in the TKM plane. 



CHAPTER 3 

EXPERIMENTAL DETAILS 

Crystal Preparation 

The crystals used in this experiment were cut with 

their axes parallel to [1120] and [0001] from a cadmium 

ingot. The slices were made with a string saw and a cotton 

string using a 10% alcohol, 15$ nitric acid, 75$ water solu

tion. The samples were of approximately square cross sec

tion, 1.3 mm on a side by 3-7 mm long as measured under a 

microscope. Orientation was determined by standard Laue 

back reflection techniques. 

The cut crystals were mounted in an epoxy cylinder 

and held very lightly in place against the cylinder wall by 

pressure from a number fifty-one wire spring. The spring 

was necessary since normally only two of the four cut sides 

were sufficiently straight to preserve the orientation. 

Constant care was used to preserve the crystals in as un

strained state as possible. The overall accuracy in the 

alignment of the magnetic field along the appropriate axis 

was estimated to be better than 1.5°. 

15 
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Cryogenic System 

The cryogenic system for the experiment had two 

functions. One of these was to provide a liquid helium bath 

at 4.20K for a 55 kG superconducting solenoid and the other 

was to maintain the specimen and pressure transmitting fluid 

at a temperature between 1°K and 0.iloK. The dewar system 

consisted of a 12-liter magnet dewar and a 1-liter isolation 

dewar. The isolation dewar contained a pumped He4 bath. 

This bath contained either the 0,iJ°K liquid He3 system or 

the sample and pressure vessel depending upon the ultimate 

temperature required. Without the He3 system the tempera

ture of the isolation dewar bath when pumped with a Stokes 

Ring Jet Booster Pump was about 0.9°K. With the He3 refrig

erator and pressure system in place, the final temperature 

attained in the isolation dewar was about 1.2°K. 

The He3 system provided a pumped He3 bath in contact 

with a heat exchanger to cool the He1* pressure fluid to 

about 0.4°K. Running time for the entire system at 0.*J°K 

was 2 to 3 hours. This time was limited by the loss of He4 

from the isolation dewar. 

Pressure System 

Figure 6 shows a schematic representation of the 

liquid He3 condensing system and the pressure vessel. Mea

surements were made in the 0 to 25 bar pressure range where 
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Pig. 6-. He3 condensing system and He1* pressure 
system. 
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He*1 remained fluid. The He4 entered the pressure vessel 

through a 1°K sintered copper heat exchanger and a 0.010 

inch i.d. by 18 inch long stainless steel capillary. The 

capillary was necessary since a much larger diameter He4 

column would thermally short the 1°K heat exchanger to the 

He3 bath. The He1* pressure fluid was cooled by the He3 bath 

through a second sintered copper heat exchanger at tempera

tures as low as 0.it°K. The temperature of the He3 bath was 

controlled by varying the pumping speed of the system remov

ing the He3 vapor from above the liquid. The pressure ves

sel was made of thin-walled stainless tubing with the 

samples and pickup coils inside. 

Temperature Measurement 

Temperatures in the 1 to 4°K range were measured 

with a 33 ohm Allen Bradley 1/8-watt carbon resistor sub

merged in the He11 bath outside the pressure bomb. A measur

ing current of lyA was used with a four-terminal measuring 

system to determine the resistance. The resistances mea

sured at room temperature, in liquid He4 at 1 atmosphere, 

and at the lambda point were used to obtain the constants in 

16 
Clement and Quinnel's empirical equation for resistance 

versus temperature. 

Temperatures in the 0.4°K to 1.0°K range were 

monitored in a similar fashion using a 470-ohm Spear 1/4 watt 
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carbon resistor which was glued to the side of the heat ex

changer as shown in Fig. 6. The temperature calibration of 

this resistor was obtained from magnetization measurements 

of CMN.17 

Superconducting Magnet 

The magnetic field was produced by a Westinghouse 55 

kG, 42-ampere superconducting solenoid with a one-inch bore 

and an eleven-inch winding. The field homogenity of this 

solenoid was one part in 10s over a half-inch sphere at the 

center of the coil. The magnet power supply as delivered 

had a motor-driven potentiometer for a field sweep control. 

For high-frequency oscillations, such as that due to the 

lens surface, this control proved unsatisfactory. The 

supply was modified to sense the self-induced emf across the 

magnet and use this voltage for control. This produced con

siderably finer control than the motor sweep. The magnitude 

of the field was obtained from the voltage measured across 

a 1 mfi current shunt. The field versus current character

istics of the magnet were calibrated by a Na23 NMR probe to 

18 approximately 1/2$. 

Detection System 

The dHvA effect was observed using a standard 

19 large-amplitude modulation technique. This technique uses 

a small alternating magnetic field Hm cos ait superimposed on 
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the large dc field H of the superconducting solenoid. An 

emf proportional to the oscillatory component of the 

magnetization is induced in a pair of balanced pickup coils, 

one of which is more closely coupled to the sample. This 

emf is measured by a Princeton Applied Research Company HR-8 

lock-in amplifier. 

The voltage VQ at the output of the lock-in 

19 amplifier is given by 

vrt(H,e,4>,T) = 

C£ ntoJ^Ca) A^(H, 0 ,tj) ,T) • M. • (1 x sin -i + B. ±21 
H i ~ 2 

( 2 )  

The sum over i extends over all extremal cross sectional 

areas. The constant C is determined by the detection system. 
A 

The unit vector is in the direction of the sample magne

tization and u is along the pickup coil axis. The argument 

a of the Bessel function of the first kind, Jn(a)> is 

(2TrF^Hm)/H2. The amplitude of the small superimposed alter

nating magnetic field is Hm and is the dHvA frequency. 

The amplitude of the dHvA oscillation, A^ (H, 0, <j>,T), is a 

function of the magnetic field strength H, the absolute 

temperature T, and the crystal orientation 6 and <}> measured 

in spherical coordinates. The phase factor is dependent 

on the dispersion relation. The particular harmonic of the 
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modulation frequency to detected by the HR-8 determines the 

value of n. By careful choice of the harmonic n and 

modulation amplitude Hm the detected voltage induced in the 

pickup coil by a particular dHvA oscillation can be favored 

or nulled by placing it at the maximum or zero, respective

ly, of Jn(a). This spectrometer effect of the detection 

system is used to help separate the various dHvA frequencies 

present and to isolate the oscillation arising from a 

particular extremal area. 

Figure 7 shows schematically the experimental 

detection and recording system. The dHvA oscillations were 

recorded as a function of magnetic field. Absolute dHvA 

frequencies were obtained by sweeping the superconducting 

solenoid current. Pressure-induced changes in the dHvA 

frequency were measured by a phase shift method similar to 

the one reported by Templeton. The magnet was operated in 

persistent mode for these measurements. A small change in 

the dc field was obtained by passing current through the 

sweep coils as shown in Pig. 7. This method was used to 

trace out a single dHvA oscillation at different pressures 

and determine its relative phase as a function of pressure. 

The output from the phase sensitive detector and a 

voltage proportional to the sweep coil current were plotted 

against one another on an xy recorder. These voltages were 

also connected to an analog to digital converter. The 
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Pig. 7. Detection and recording system. 



signal from the analog to digital converter was stored in a 

PDP-5 computer and punched on paper tape by an ASR-35 

teletype. The paper tape was then analyzed with the aid of 

the University CDC 6400 computer. 



CHAPTER 4 

EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS 

Low Temperature Magnetization 

The magnetization of a diamagnetic or paramagnetic 

metal at low temperatures, originally derived by Lifshitz 

20  and Kosevich3 can be written as (see Reference 19) 

ft(H,0,<j),T) = I X±(HS0,cf.,T) x sin 
f 2ttF, (0,0) 

+ 6. ( 0, <(>) 

(H, 0 ,cf>,T) = £±H^T 
2Tr2kRT) ~1 

sinh -rr 
hoip 
°i 

H i 

(3) 

(^) 

where is the amplitude, H the magnetic field, T the 

absolute temperature, F^(0,cj>) the frequency, and (?L(0,(|>) a 

vector function of the polar angles which specify the crys

tal orientation with respect to 5. The sum over i includes 

all extremal areas for a particular 0 and 4». By the use of 

the spectrometer effect of the modulation technique the sum 

over i can be reduced substantially. One should note the 

magnitude of is a rather slowly varying function of H 

when compared to the oscillatory sine term since the oscil

latory phase is of the order of 10k radians. 

2 H  



Magnetic Interaction Effects 

21 Shoenberg found that Eq, 3 did not adequately 

describe the experimental results. He proposed that the 

electrons in the metal see the magnetic induction B in the 

specimen since the orbit area at liquid helium temperatures 

extends over many real space lattice sites. To take this 

into account Shoenberg replaced H by B in the oscillatory 

sine term of Eq. 3- The difference between B and H is small 

in paramagnetic and diamagnetic metals and is neglected in 

the slowly varying amplitude but is quite important in the 

phase. The replacement of H by B takes into account an 

important part of the magnetic interaction between the elec

trons in the metal. With this replacement, Eq. 3 adequately 

represents the magnetization of the sample. 

If only two frequencies or extremal cross sectional 

areas are present, the magnetization can be written as 

M - Ma + . When H is replaced by B = H + JJirM in the phase 

of Eq. 3, the fact that |H| >> 14ttM| can be used to obtain 

22 a first order expansion of the magnetization. The mag

netic interaction then leads to not only modification of 

the harmonics, but also to the appearance of sum and differ

ence frequencies in the magnetization. When more than two 

oscillations are present, the analysis is similar. Since 

cadmium can have as many as six or more extremal areas, all 



interacting, resolving a composite signal into its 

components may require special analytical as well as 

experimental techniques. For example, with the field along 

[0001] the expected fundamental frequencies would be from 

the lens, cap, monster, and the three y orbits. These fun

damental frequencies will combine to give sum, difference, 

and harmonic frequencies. Fortunately, they are not all 

observed because of the spectrometer effect of the detection 

system. 

Data Analysis 

The dHvA oscillations were recorded as a function 

of the magnetic field. Once the frequency components have 

been determined the detected magnetization can be written as 

M = A. sin 
• J 
J 

2irF. 
i- + 6 . 

H ~J + B. cos 
J 

2ttF . 
J- + 6. 

H MJ 
(5) 

The frequencies F. in Eq. 5 include the sums, differences, 
J 

and fundamental dHvA frequencies. If H is written as H = 

Hq - h where h is the small field variation provided by the 

sweep coil, the argument 0. in Eq. 5 is given by 
J 

2ttF. 2TTF. 
0, = -Tj-i + 6, = —rr^U + h/H ) + B. + 0(h/H2) (6) 

J  n  J  n Q  O  j  

The expansion is valid since the parameter h/HQ has values 



of the order of 10-3 or smaller. In this form, the Aj and 

Bj can be determined and used to write the amplitude as 

M = y D. sin(0 . + <f>. ) 
L 3 J 
J 

(7) 

where <p . = tan-1(B./A.). Figure 8 shows the measured 
J J J 

amplitudes plotted against dHvA frequency. Here the system 

was tuned for a combination of the lens and y orbit. The 

principle side bands or modulated frequencies present are 

the combination tones with the cap. The absence of other 

frequencies is due to the detection system. 

The method used to determine the pressure-induced 

change in FS area is a phase shift method similar to the 

9 th one developed by Templeton. Under pressure the j com

ponent M. of Eq. 7 becomes 

M. = D. sin 
J  J  

2 i r ( F  .  +  A F  . )  
L (1 + h/H ) + 6. + (f>. 
HQ o' j  Y j  

( 8 )  

where AF. is the frequency change due to pressure, 
J 

be rewritten with a new phase, <p'. as 
J 

This can 

M. = D. sin 
J J 

6^ + (j) 

where 
2 i r A F .  

H 
+ (j) 

j * 

(9) 

(10) 

The quantity [(2irAF.h )/H*] has been neglected. The <j>. are 
J J 



Pig. 8. de Haas-van Alphen frequency spectrum recorded with the field along 
[0001]. 

This spectrum was obtained at approximately 13 kG from a least square analy
sis of the output of the lock-in amplifier. 
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experimentally determined at each pressure from the data 

either directly from the xy plot of the dHvA oscillation 

versus h or analytically from the digitally recorded oscil

lation versus h. The <j/. can be plotted as a function of 
J 

pressure and d(^)/dP determined from the slope of the curve, 

8 By the Onsager relation, d(.072<J) )/dP is equivalent to d(M5)/dF 

where S is the extremal cross sectional area of the FS 

perpendicular to the magnetic field. 

The pressure derivative of one oscillation relative 

to that of another can be determined from a plot of the left 

side of the following equation 

$1 - $ i _ ^2 - ft 2 _ 2 j j _  
P i  F 2  H  

A F I  A F 2  

Fx ~ F z  
(11) 

versus pressure. The slope of this curve is proportional to 

(dM*1! )/(dP) - (d0nF2)/(dP) where Fi and Fz are the dHvA 

frequencies of the oscillations. By the Onsager relation, 

this slope is equivalent to (dM>i )/(dP) - (d07iS2 )/(dP) . 

Pressure Derivatives 

Lens 

For the lens, the spectrometer effect of the 

detection system was good enough to isolate the fundamental 

frequency of the lens oscillation alone with no appreciable 

modulation effects. This truncates Eq. 7 to one term. The 



phases <J>i and <J>i of Eq, 7 and Eq. 9 were plotted at their 

respective pressures. The slope of this curve is given by 

4>i - 4>i = 2ttAF n?v 
AP H AP KL*} o 

which is proportional to d(M5)/dP by the Onsager relation. 

Derivatives with the field along the [0001] and [1120] 

directions are presented in Table 2. 

Gamma 

The selectivity of the detection system for the 

gamma, cap, and monster oscillations was not normally great 

enough to isolate each independently from the rest of the 

dHvA spectrum. In these instances, the magnetization was 

digitally recorded as a function of the sweep field h, and 

the Dj and <pj of Eq. 7 and Eq. 9 were determined by a least 

square analysis fit of the data performed on the University 

CDC 6400 computer. The frequencies and combinations of 

frequencies possible in Eq. 7 are known from previous dHvA 

studies at zero pressure. 

Using the method outlined before, the phase in 

Eq. 11 was plotted against pressure, and the pressure deriva

tive of the gamma oscillation was determined relative to the 

lens. This yeilds d(M3 )/dP - d(M30)/dP = 
Y *• 

0.66 ± 0.06 x 10~3 (kbar)-1 at 13 kG. The absolute gamma 

pressure derivative was obtained from the relative 
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Table 2. Experimental and Theoretical Values 
of d(M!)/dP in Units of 10~3 (kbar) 1 

Field d(M3)/dP 

Surface Direction Election PaSaJSter Experimental 

Lens 

Cap 

[0001] 26 -1.52 1.7 1.6 + 0.1 

[1120] 26 -2.58 -2.0 -2.3 ± 0.2 

[0001] 7 -25.5 -1.7 -9.6 ± 0.2 

[1120] 7 -5.3 -13-2 ± 0.1 

Monster [0001] 7 -5.5 -9-7 ± 0.5 

Gamma [0001] 13 2.5 1.0 1 ±0.5 
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derivative and the previously measured lens derivative. The 

absolute gamma pressure derivative measured this way is 

dependent on the sign and magnitude of the lens derivative. 

The absolute derivative d(M3)/dP for the gamma cross section 

was found to be 1 ± 0.5 x 10~3 (kbar)-1 which is in agree-

7 ment with previously published results. 

Cap 

With the field along [1120] the cap oscillation is 

essentially free from modulation by other oscillations. The 

cap harmonic frequencies can, however, become appreciable. 

The digitally recorded oscillation was fit to Eq. 7 and the 

logarithmic pressure derivative determined from the slope of 

the phase versus pressure curve plotted in Fig. 9. The 

result is shown in Table 2. 

Cap-Monster 

When the field is along [0001] the cap and monster 

in the AHL plane are separated by only 8$ in dHvA frequency. 

The detection system used was not capable of separating 

frequencies this close together. The composite cap-monster 

oscillation was recorded digitally and its frequency com

ponents separated analytically. Both the individual and 

relative pressure derivatives were determined with the indi

vidual results shown in Table 2. The relative derivative, 

determined from Eq. 11, was found to be d(M3 )/dP - d(M3 )/dP 
C ill 



Fig. 9- de Haas-van Alphen phase dependence on 
pressure for the cap. 

These data were taken at approximately 7 kG with the 
field along [1120]. 
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Fig. 9- de Haas-van Alphen phase dependence on 
pressure for the cap. 
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= (0 ± 0.5) x 10-3 (kbar)-1 where SQ and Sm are the cap and 

monster areas, respectively. The area between the cap and 

monster can be considered as a measure of the strength of 

the spin-orbit interaction. Using the relative cap-monster 

derivative the change in area with pressure of the triangu

lar shaped ring between the two surfaces can be estimated. 

The logarithmic derivative of this area is d(&!S^)/dP = 

(-7 ± 5) x 10~3 (kbar)-1. This measurement suggests that 

the pressure derivative of the spin-orbit coupling parameter 

is opposite in sign to the compressibility. 

These measurements are essentially in agreement with 

7 those published by Schirber and 0'Sullivan. They quote 

d(M3 )/dP = (-10 ± 1) x 10-3 (kbar)-1 for the cap, d(M> )/dP c in 

= (-9 ± 1) x 10-3 (kbar)-1 for the monster, and d(M>c)/dP -

d(M>m)/dP = (-0.7 ± 0.3) x 10-3 (kbar)-1 for the relative 

measurement. 



CHAPTER 5 

DISCUSSION 

In this chapter, the measured PS pressure deriva

tives are compared with corresponding values calculated from 

three model band structures. The models considered are the 

free electron model, a single pseudopotential model, and a 

nine parameter pseudopotential model. In all three models, 

pressure is introduced into the calculation by varying the 

reciprocal lattice vectors according to the compressibility. 

For the pseudopotential models, variations of the pseudo-

potentials with pressure are also considered in the 

calculation. 

Free Electron Model 

The free electron model, although predicting a 

number of surfaces which have not been observed experimen

tally, has the advantage for the surfaces which do exist of 

providing an analytical method of determining the pressure 

derivatives with no adjustable parameters. Since the pur

pose of using the free electron model is not to theoretical

ly achieve a perfect fit to the surface but to describe its 

change with pressure, the model is useful. Table 2 gives a 

summary of the calculated values of the pressure derivatives 

as well as the corresponding experimental results. 

35 
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The free electron model predicts to within experi

mental accuracy the pressure derivative of the lens with the 

field along [1120]. The model fails to predict the deriva

tive for the field along [0001]. This is reasonable because 

the cross section with the field along [1120] tends to be 

more similar to that of the free electron model than the 

[0001] field cross section. The potential, when included in 

a pseudopotential calculation, has its greatest effect on 

the circular or [0001] cross section. The failure of the 

free electron model to predict the [0001] derivative while 

yielding the [1120] correctly, implies that a potential 

which is a function of pressure is required to be added to 

the model. 

The free electron model correctly predicts the sign 

of the [0001] cap and gamma although the magnitudes are in 

disagreement by up to a factor of three. This disagreement 

is not unreasonable for the cap since, in the crystal, spin-

orbit coupling removes the degeneracy between the monster 

and cap in the AHL plane. A model ignoring this should not 

provide a detailed description of this piece of the PS. 

The somewhat artificial free electron derivative in 

Table 2 for the gamma orbit was obtained by arbitrarily 

cutting the free electron arm along the TM line since the 

model predicts a connection there. With this treatment, the 
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free electron model is in moderate agreement with the 

experimentally measured gamma pressure derivative. 

2-OPW Model of the. Electron Sheet 

A better fit than the free electron model to the 

experimentally determined electron surface at zero pressure 

can be obtained using a two orthogonalized plane wave 

(2-OPW) model. In this model, the Hamiltonian is taken as 

the kinetic energy plus a small potential. By using the 

Permi energy and the value of the pseudopotential matrix 

element as adjustable parameters, the lens cross sectional 

areas at zero pressure can be fit to within about two per

cent of the experimental values. 

The 2-OPW model is used in two ways to interpret the 

observed effects of pressure on the Permi surface. In the 

first method, the pressure dependence of the parameters of 

the model is calculated on a theoretical basis and these 

results are used to calculate the pressure dependence in the 

Permi surface cross sections of the electron sheet. Since 

this approach yields a pressure dependence of the PS which 

differs appreciably from experiment, a second application of 

the 2-OPW model is given in which the pressure dependence of 

the parameters of this model is adjusted so that the model 

predicts the observed pressure dependence in the electron 

sheet of the Permi surface. 
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The extremal cross sectional area calculated from 

the 2-OPW model is a function of three parameters: the 

pseudopotential matrix element w, the Fermi energy E, and 

the [0002] reciprocal lattice vector q. The logarithmic 

pressure derivative in the [1120] and [0001] directions can 

be obtained from 

d(lwS) _ 1 
dP S 

i S d E + 8 S d q + 9 S d w  ( 1 5 )  '9E dP 3q dP 3w dP_ 

where P is the applied pressure. The quantities 9S/dE, 

8S/dw, and 8S/8q were obtained from the model. The value of 

dE/dP is determined from the free electron model. The value 

of dw/dP can be calculated from the screened Heine-

2 Abarenkov form factor. The logarithmic pressure deriva-

__ 3 1 tives determined in this manner are -0.1 x 10 (kbar) for 

the circular lens with H along [0001] and -^.6 x 10-3 

(kbar) 1 for the football-shaped cross section with H along 

[1120]. These are to be compared to the experimental values 

of +1.6 x 10-3 (kbar) 1 and -2.3 x 10~3 (kbar)-1, 

respectively. 

If dE/dP and dw/dP are treated as adjustable 

parameters, it is possible to obtain precise agreement with 

the experimental logarithmic pressure derivatives for the 

lens cross sections. The values required for agreement with 

the experiment are d(MS)/dP = 1.1 x 10-3 (kbar)-1 and dw/dP 

= 0.32 x 10-3 a.u. (kbar)-1. The screened Heine-Abarenkov 



model form factor yields dw/dP = 0.1*} x 10 3 a.u. (kbar)""1 

and the free electron model d(j07jE)/dP = 1.25 x 10~3 (kbar)"1. 

The 2-OPW lens model 1s useful principally because 

it is the simplest model available which can be used to 

obtain information about the pressure dependence of the 

electronic potential. In order to fit the data, the magni

tude of w must decrease with an increase in pressure while 

dw/dP is positive. This implies that the sign of w is 

negative. Since this model uses only 2 plane waves, it is 

not expected to provide valid predictions for the more 

complicated hole surface. More plane waves are needed to 

accurately describe this surface. 

Nine-Parameter Model 

To obtain a better overall fit than the 2-OPW model 

to all of the measured pressure derivatives, a nine-

parameter non-local pseudopotential band structure program 

was employed. This band structure was developed by R. W. 

Stark"^ to fit the zero pressure extremal areas of the elec

tron and hole sheets of the PS to within a few percent. The 

program was used to calculate the zero-pressure extremal 

areas. The lattice under pressure was simulated by replac

ing the reciprocal lattice vectors in the program by new 

lattice vectors whose pressurized lengths were varied accord

ing to the compressibility of the metal. With the pres

surized lattice vectors a new set of extremal areas was 
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calculated by the program. Prom these new areas and the 

zero-pressure reference areas, the logarithmic pressure 

derivatives for the lens, monster, and cap were calculated. 

The pressure change used was the equivalent of a 

negative 3-Sh kbars. Negative pressure was employed to 

avoid changes in connectivity of the second-band hole sur

face during the calculation. This pressure change corre

sponds to a volume change of approximately 0,7%. The new 

Fermi energy at pressure was obtained by requiring the same 

k-space volume compensation as the zero-pressure model. 

With these techniques the energy was fixed to better than 

0.2 mRy in each case. 

As a first approximation, all of the potential 

parameters were fixed at their zero-pressure values and 

pressure derivatives calculated for the distorted lattice. 

This method yielded very poor results and predicted several 

incorrect signs for the logarithmic derivatives. This poor 

agreement is to be expected from the 2-OPW lens results 

where a pressure dependent pseudopotential is required to 

fit the lens pressure derivatives alone. 

To obtain estimates of the change in the local 

pseudopotential coefficients with pressure, the coefficients 

were assumed to be a smooth function of q/k^ where k^ is the 

Fermi radius and q is the magnitude of the reciprocal 

25 lattice vector. This curve is plotted in Fig. 10. The 



Pig. 10. The local part of the psuedopotentials 
used in the nine-parameter band structure. 

The local psuedopotential V in Ry is plotted against 
the magnitude of q/kp where q is the magnitude of a recipro
cal lattice vector and k,-, is the Fermi radius. 
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Fig. 10. The local part of the pseudopotentials 
used in the nine-parameter band structure. 
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new q/kp at pressure was calculated and used to obtain the 

new potentials from the zero-pressure curve. The dV/dP for 

the [0002] potential is 0.6 x 10-3 a.u. (kbar)-1. For the 

[1010] potential dV/dP is -0.3 x 10-3 a.u. (kbar)-1. The 

rest of the local potentials to this approximation are con

stant. With these pseudopotential parameters, d(MC)/dP is 

1.3 x 10 3 (kbar)-1 for compensation under pressure. For 

comparison, d(MS)/dP is 1.1 x 10-3 and 1.25 x 10-3 (kbar)-1 

for the 2-OPW lens and free electron models, respectively. 

The results, using this method of predicting the 

pressure dependence of the pseudopotential, are presented in 

Table 2. This model does succeed in predicting all of the 

correct signs for the pressure derivatives although it is 

interesting to note that changes in Fermi energy of the 

order of mRys can change the sign of the [0001] lens and cap 

derivatives. Agreement between experiment and the model is 

relatively good for the lens which is located near the 

center of the zone. The theoretical predictions become 

increasingly worse as one moves away from the zone center 

to the locations of the gamma and cap orbits. To obtain a 

significantly better fit to the Fermi surface under pres

sure, more extensive measurements are required. These mea

surements need to be made not only along the symmetry 

directions as reported here but also at intermediate 



orientations in order to obtain a unique theoretical fit to 

the surface at pressure. The effects of pressure on the 

cross section in an arbitrary direction, however, are 

generally more difficult to measure than at a symmetry 

direction. When the field is along a symmetry axis, the 

cross section has a stationary value with respect to orien

tation and a spurious tilt does not change the dHvA fre

quency. Measurements away from symmetry axes are beyond the 

scope of the present experiment because of inadequate 

control of the sample orientation. 

The change in the spin-orbit interaction parameter 

as a function of pressure was estimated from the experi

mental pressure derivative of the annular area between the 

cap and monster. This parameter was found to vary approxi

mately ten times more slowly with pressure than the [0002] 

and [1120] local pseudopotential parameters. Within the 

accuracy of the calculation, this variation with pressure 

has very little effect on the individual cap and monster 

derivatives. 

Although the pressure variation in the spin-orbit 

energy has only a small effect on the cross section of the 

PS, this variation is interesting in itself. Burst and 

26 Liu have shown theoretically that in Ge the fractional 

change in this energy with pressure should be about equal 

to the compressibility. According to this analysis, there 



are several factors that contribute to the variation of the 

spin-orbit energy with pressure. The largest of these is 

generally the renormalization of the wave function into the 

smaller volume of the compressed lattice. This implies that 

the spin-orbit energy should increase with pressure. Recent 

measurements in several semiconductor's confirm this result 

2 7  qualitatively. The measurements presented here, however, 

suggest that the relative change of the spin-orbit energy 

in cadmium with pressure is opposite in sign to the com

pressibility implying a decrease in spin-orbit energy with 

an increase in pressure. This pressure variation is not 

understood at this time. 



CHAPTER 6 

SUMMARY 

The measurements of the present study of the 

pressure induced changes in the FS of cadmium are summarized 

in Table 2. These measurements were made using the dHvA 

effect at temperatures as low as 0.4°K. The pressure 

derivatives for the hole surface cross sections along [0001] 

are in agreement with the previously reported measurements 

which were made at 1°K. Table 2, however, includes the 

effects of pressure on the electron sheet and on the [1120] 

cross section of the cap in the hole sheet in addition to 

the information contained in the previous results. The 

[1120] cap pressure derivative is the largest in magnitude 

of all the measured pressure derivatives in cadmium and is 

given by dO07iS)/dP = 13.2 x 10~3 (kbar)-1. This value is 

much larger than the compressibility K = 1.8 x 10~3 (kbar)-1 

and the corresponding theoretical prediction. 

The measurements in Table 2 of the cap and monster 

are thought to be sufficiently accurate to unambiguously 

deduce the sign of the pressure derivative of the [0001] 

annular area between the cap and the monster. This annular 

area is a measure of the spin-orbit coupling energy. On a 

theoretical basis3 the change in spin-orbit energy with 

45 



pressure is thought to be roughly proportional to the change 

in the charge density. The logarithmic pressure derivative 

of the spin-orbit energy, therefore, ought to be approxi

mately equal to the compressibility. The measured pressure 

derivative of the annular area, however, suggests that the 

pressure derivative of the spin-orbit energy is opposite in • 

sign to the compressibility. This unusual pressure varia

tion is not understood at the present time. 

The anisotropy in the effects of pressure on the 

electron sheet of the Fermi surface shows in a simple manner 

the high sensitivity to pressure of the pseudopotential 

parameter associated with the [0002] reciprocal lattice 

vector. At constant pressure, only the circular rim of 

this lens-shaped surface is significantly modified by this 

pseudopotential while the rest of the surface is essentially 

free electron-like. Consequently, the effect of pressure on 

the circular cross section as compared to free electron pre

diction is a measure of the effect of pressure on the [0002] 

pseudopotential. The measurements in Table 2 show that the 

pressure derivative of the extremal circular cross section 

of the lens with the field along [0001] is opposite in sign 

to the free electron prediction while the pressure deriva

tive of the [1120] cross section with the field perpendicu

lar to [0001] agrees with the free electron prediction both 

in magnitude and sign. Any realistic theoretical 



description of the effects of pressure on this surface, 

therefore, should include the pressure dependence of this 

pseudopotential parameter. 

All of the experimental results in Table 2 are 

compared with three theoretical models: the free electron 

23 model, a 2-OPW lens model, and a nine-parameter pseudo-

potential1^ band structure model. The free electron model 

does succeed in predicting both the sign and magnitude of 

the derivative for those parts of the surface which are not 

appreciably affected by the pseudopotential such as the lens 

with the field along [1120]. For the field along [0001], 

this model predicts either incorrect signs or magnitudes 

which are incorrect by as much as a factor of three. In 

spite of these failures, the free electron model predicts 

about the same Fermi energy change with pressure as the 

other models. 

The 2-OPW model was used to interpret the data for 

the lens in two ways. When the pressure dependence of the 

parameters was calculated from the screened Heine-

24 Abarenkov model form factor and the free electron Fermi 

energy, the pressure derivatives did not agree with the 

experimental values. When the Fermi energy and potential 

parameter were allowed to arbitrarily vary to fit the 

experimental derivatives exactly, the value required for the 

Fermi energy change with pressure was found to be 



approximately equal to the free electron value. The change 

in potential obtained by this method was larger than the 

Heine-Abarenkov prediction by about a factor of two. Re

gardless of this difference, the 2-OPW model represents a 

substantial improvement over the free electron model for the 

lens. 

The best overall agreement with the experimentally 

measured pressure derivatives was obtained with the nine-

parameter band structure model. If the potential is con

sidered to be a function of q/kp and the Fermi level is 

adjusted for compensation, the model does succeed in giving 

semiquantitative agreement with all of the experimental 

derivatives. This model does predict the correct signs of 

all of the observed derivatives although agreement with the 

cap in both measured field directions is rather poor. With 

nine-band structure parameters and only five experimental 

derivatives available, a good fit to the surface under 

pressure could be obtained by arbitrary variation of the 

parameters. This type of arbitrary parameter variation, 

however, would not necessarily provide an adequate descrip

tion of the surface at different orientations from that of 

the measured cross sections. More experimental pressure 

measurements are needed along different directions to com

pletely specify the effects of pressure on the band struc

ture. For a given band structure, a great deal more 



pressure derivatives than the number of parameters would 

probably be required to uniquely specify the pressure 

variations of the parameters. A program such as this would 

require orientation control of the specimen which is beyond 

the present capabilities. 

The measurements presented here demonstrate that 

the application of pressure at He3 temperatures can be used 

to obtain a great deal of information about the effects of 

pressure on the PS not easily gained at He1* temperatures. 

The lower temperatures have allowed the use of lower magnet

ic fields. The lower magnetic fields have increased the 

accuracy of the pressure measurements and, in the case of 

cadmium, decreased the interference due to magnetic break

down. The digital recording techniques used in addition to 

the standard detection system made possible the separation 

of several of the complicated dHvA oscillations into their 

fundamental components for accurate analysis. These tech

niques have recently been used to obtain the effects of 

pressure on the cross section of the FS due to the d-bands 

2 8 in the transition metals Pt and Pd. These measurements 

are difficult if not impossible to obtain at liquid He1* 

temperatures. 
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